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On the initial stages of Japanese Occupation Period, colonists revived the Pao-chia 
System which ever played an important role in Chinese history in order to suppress the 
anti-Japanese campaigns emerged in endlessly. Rely on the Pao-chia System, the colonial 
authority not only beat down the Taiwanese revolts “effectively”, but also exerted great 
function in assisting administration.  
On the early 1930s, Pao-chia System was also be used as the tool for Kuomintang to 
“besiege and exterminate” the Communist Party; later it was endowed with the function of 
“autonomy”. The Cross-strait Pao-chia Systems were quite different in system, character 
and effect put in force.  
This paper will be guided by historical materialism, use literature analytical method, 
based on the former disquisitive productions, mainly discourses upon the Pao-chia System 
during Japanese Occupation Period in evolution, operation, effect and so on. In the end, 
analyses the differences of Cross-strait Pao-chia Systems.Main body part is divided into 
seven segments altogother: 
Preface: explains the origin and significance of problem, reviews the scholarships, 
introduces historical materials and research methods. 
Chapter One: Pao-chia System and implementary status of Taiwanese Pao-chia 
System before Japanese Occupation Period. First of all, narrates the Pao-chia System in 
Chinese history and analyses the essence and several characters, then looks back 
implementary status of Pao-chia System from Ming-Zheng Period to Taiwan ceded to 
Japan in 1895. 
Chapter Two: Evolution of Pao-chia System during Japanese Occupation Period. The 
implementary status of Taiwanese Pao-chia System during that time can be divided into 
three phases according to its characteristic and the current political situation. The text will 
make clear the develop skeletons of Pao-chia System; analyze the characteristic of every 
phase and the cause of transformation. 
Chapter Three: Operational pattern of Pao-chia System. Introduce and construe the 
main factors which insured the operation of the system: outlay, stipulations of an 
agreement, organization, staff and so on. Analyze the relations of Pao-chia System, 
policemen and Jiezhuang Workshop, opens out that the whole Pao-chia System was 















Chapter Four: Operational effect of Pao-chia System and Taiwanese revolts. Pao-chia 
System played an important role in suppressing insurrectionary army, assisting 
administration of street and village, pushing Kôminka Campaign sponsored by Japanese 
colonists. With reference to related reports in Taiwan civilian newspaper, in order to reveal 
the background of Pao-chia System “high efficiency” operation, which cost as bloody 
exploitate and squeeze financial as well as human resources. 
Chapter Five: Comparatively research between Cross-strait Pao-chia Systems.In 
advance introduce the Pao-chia System’s status in mainland during Republican Period, 
afterwards distinguish the two in system and character, finally analyze the deep reasons 
which made them operated differently. 
Conclusion: Summarize and get the verdict 
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